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NEW MUSIC AT RICE 
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ELLSWORTH MILBURN: 

MUSIC OF FOUR DECADES 
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Solil (1968) 

PROGRAM 

Leone Buyse, flute 
William Ver Meulen, horn 

Norman Fischer, cello 

Ellsworth Milburn 
(b.1938) 

Neal Kurz, piano and harpsichord 
Richard Brown, percussion 

Edward Applebaum, conductor 

The Stone Forest (1989) 

Scherzo (1989) 

John Hendrickson, piano 

Character Pieces (1980) 

Fantasia I 
Nocturne! 
Intermezzo 
Nocturne!! 
Fantasia!! 

The Fischer Duo 

Norman Fischer, cello 
Jeanne Kierman, piano 
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(Preview: a work in progress) 

I Adagio 
II. Fast and Lyrical 

Kenneth Goldsmith, violin 

Susy Yim, violin 

Karen Ritscher, viola 
Norman Fischer, cello 

Spiritus Mundi (1974) 

Aidan Soder, mezzo-soprano 

Heather LeDoux, violin 
Jacob Charkey, cello 

Olivia Liang, piano 
John Andress, percussion 

Adam Green, percussion 
Tobie Wilkinson, percussion 

Arthur Gottschalk, electronic sound 

Edward Applebaum, conductor 

PROGRAM NOTES 
by Ellsworth Milburn 

Soli I (1968) was commissioned by Robert Gumpertz originally as 
a score to a documentary film about shore birds. The funding for the 
film did not materialize, so I chose to use my initial sketches in a con
cert piece. Some listeners have mentioned that some of the sounds con
jure up images of sandpipers and gulls. 

The work is sectional in one movement, and uses some aleatoric as 
well as traditional notation. There is no direct reference to standard 
forms, and the compositional method is one of continual development 
from small elements. The instrumentation was chosen (because of the 
projected small budget for the film) in order to get the most color from 
the fewest instruments. The result is a soloistic piece for the entire 
ensemble. 



Commissioned by John Hendrickson, The Stolle Forest and Scherzo 
were composed in 1989 while I was in residence at the MacDowell 
Colony. Although there are no extra-musical references in the pieces, 
I'm sure that the granite cliffs of New Hampshire had some effect on 
the way they turned out. 

Each one is a small homage to two of my favorite 19th-century 
composers. Scherzo is based on a short motive from Brahms' Trio for 
Horn, Violin, and Piano, Op. 40. The inspiration for The Stolle Forest 
comes from the first movement of Beethoven's Sonata, Op. 53, and is, 
in a sense, an implosion of that movement. The title is a translation in 
reverse of that sonata's subtitle, "Waldstein." 

Character Pieces (J 980) began as a one-movement work, but as 
time went on, it seemed appropriate to include other musical thoughts. 
During its two-year gestation period, the single movement became a 
five-movement arch form (A-B-C-B-A). 

The title refers to the 19th-century genre of small pieces that were 
not sonatas, or symphonies, but epigrammatic statements that were self
contained: Prelude, Nocturne, Ballade, Intermezzo, Impromptu, etc. 

Structurally, the first and last movements (the Fantasias) are related 
by musical material; the second and fourth movements (the Nocturnes) 
are related by the use of special effects (pizzicato glissando in the cello 
in Nocturne I and high harmonics in Nocturne II); The Intermezzo stands 
by itself, and is based on, and quotes the Intermezzo, Op.118 No. 2, by 
Brahms. 

String Quartet No. 3 (1999) was the result of a consortium commis
sion by the Lark String Quartet, the Blair String Quartet, and the Cuar
teto Latinoamericano. Two of the movements of this work-in-progress 
will be heard on this concert. The slow movement is a three-part form 
based on two basic ideas: sustained, almost static chords, and a lyrical 
melody which becomes increasingly intense. The fast movement is in a 
modified sonata structure, which again moves from lyrical to intense, 
with a reversed recapitulation. 

The slow movement was written as a memorial to my dear friends 
and mentors, Paul and Christa Cooper. 
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Spiritus Mundi (1974) is based on three poems by Christa Cooper, 
and the title of the work is taken from The Second Coming by William 
Butler Yeats. Cooper's poems use the names of three planets, but actu
ally refer to the mythical gods and goddess of death, love, and war. The 
poems contain, in their remarkable conciseness, extraordinary insights 
into aspects of the human condition, and - particularly in "Mars," which 
rages against the god of war - a sense of apocalypse reminiscent of that 
of Yeats. 

The brevity of the poems made it possible, in the first two songs, to 
explore not only the meaning of the texts, but the words themselves; in 
effect, to brood and to linger over those words and thoughts which I 
found particularly haunting, and to express them alternately in darkness 
and light, tenderness and violence. The treatment of the third poem dif
fers in that the instrumentalists establish a largely percussive texture 
against which the poem is stated as a powerful protest. The poems and 
the music were written during the war in Vietnam. 

Spiritus Mundi is based on three poems by CE. Cooper, collectively 
titled Through The Wrong End of the Telescope: 

I Pluto 

Sleep dreams 
end abruptly 

II Venus 

You 
betrayer 

with the panicked cry of waking 
or a giggle. 

of what's mine 
I believed you 
thief Life dreams 

die 
a slow 
and endless 
never final death. 

III Mars 

Anti God 

who took my only true 
possession 
or so I thought. 

all I have unbelieved 
ubiquitous 
aurora borealis 
on pacifist horizons 
light 
of thunder 
that blinds my way 
I spit on you 
Lord. 



BIOGRAPHY 

ELLSWORTH MILBURN's music has been described by critics as 
craggy, colorful, romantic, aggressive, searing, sweetly poignant, over
whelming, thrilling, powerful, wickedly funny, eloquent, brilliant, raging, 
and engaging. He received his musical education at UCLA and Mills 
College as well as at the College-Conservatory of Music at the Univer
sity of Cincinnati, where he subsequently taught for five years. 

Currently Professor of Music at The Shepherd School of Music, he 
will retire at the end of this fall semester after being a faculty member 
of the Shepherd School since it officially opened in 1975. He was chair 
of the composition and theory department for more than half of this time. 
In an earlier phase of his career, he played jazz and was music director 
for The Committee, San Francisco's improvisational theater company, 
and wrote music for radio, television, and film. 

As a composer he has received four grants from the National Endow
ment for the Arts, a Presser Foundation Grant for publication of his First 
String Quartet, ASCAP Awards, and residencies at MacDowell Colony 
and Yaddo. Among others, he has received commissions or performances 
from the Houston Symphony, the Springfield (Missouri) Symphony, the 
Pardubice (Czech Republic) Chamber Symphony, the Concord, Blair, and 
Lark String Quartets, Da Camera of Houston, and the Concert Artists 
Guild. His music has been featured on National Public Radio's "Perfor
mance Today" and has been recorded on the CRJ, Grenadilla, and Sum
mit labels. 

JNGRATIAM 

We, at the Shepherd School, thank Ellsworth for his 

twenty-five years of dedicated service to the university. 
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